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17th May 2019
The Environment Protection Agency
info@epa.nsw.gov.au
Dear EPA team

Conglomerate State Forest
A recent inspection of clear-fell logging operations in the Conglomerate state forest, west of
Woolgoolga, revealed disturbing evidence of ill-conceived logging methods and extreme
erosion. What we found fully explained why the water in the Orara and Clarence Rivers has
resembled something nearer to cream of chicken soup than water, ever since the rains began
at the end of last year (see image of the Orara River below).

The water quality in the Orara River has been appalling for the last six months, resembling something
more akin to cream of chicken soup than water.

This practice has clearly been going on for years, with signs of plantation like, even-growth
trees, much of which is now seriously weed infested because of the disturbance. This clear
felling has been undertaken across extensive areas on slopes that, according to topographical
mapping, appear to average grades of 1 in 4 (see map below).

The blue hatching indicates, very approximately, where clear-felling took place, possibly 3 years ago. The red
hatching is the approximate location of the more recent clear felling shown in later photographs'

The regrowth area has clearly been
established on excessively steep land
(see images at right and below), and
one can only imagine the erosion that
would have occurred as a result.

Regrowth forest on extremely steep slopes which
have clearly been clear-felled.
This tree was logged as part of the clear felling.
The extreme slope should have prevented any
form of logging, much less clear felling.

The following images are taken from a distance, but even so, it is clear that ongoing erosion
is occurring

A landscape pockmarked by logging scars. Ecosystems destroyed, biodiversity
decimated, wildlife habitat flattened, leaving eroded slopes and polluted rivers.

This forest is also known to support a
range of threatened species, including the
critically endangered Scrub Turpentine,
Rhodamnia rubescens (see at right), and
the Glenreagh Boronia, Boronia
umbellata.
Why is the EPA allowing this devastation
to occur? Why are Councils not voicing
concerns about the effect on water
quality? Clarence Valley Council has been
unable to transfer water from the
Nymboida River into the regional water
supply reservoir, the Shannon Creek dam,
for months on end because of excessive
turbidity.
We acknowledge that the Conglomerate
State forest in not within the region’s
drinking water catchment, but this forestry
issue occurs right across the region, and
indeed the whole of NSW.
Many hundreds of hectares of pine
Figure 1A Critically Endangered Rhodamnia rubescens
plantations, growing in the regional water
seedling, struggling back through the logging debris,
supply catchment alongside Clouds Creek,
proving the species was present prior to the logging
are clear-felled and the ground deep
taking place. How many were destroyed in the clearfelling process?
ripped before replanting, allowing erosion
to occur as soon as rain falls. If torrential
occurred, that erosion would have been massive, with environmental damage to match all
down the catchment to the Pacific Ocean.

Forest Corporation can install as many heaps of dirt, laughingly referred to as “roll-overs”, or
erosion control measures, as they like, but when rain occurs causing run-off, that dirty water
will end up in the river system. The surface disturbance caused by the construction of these
roll-overs, is part of the problem and only leads to even worse erosion.
Where past clear-felling has occurred, the regrowth (this could have been planted) is now
intermingled with Lantana, sometimes in dense patches, the whole landscape just waiting to
feed the inferno that is guaranteed to occur as soon as drought conditions return. This type of
forest management simply has to stop!
The Clarence Environment Centre urges the EPA, or whatever regulatory authority is now the
responsible agency, to fully investigate the impacts of what is occurring in these public
forests, starting with Conglomerate where I understand logging is still happening.
Compiled by John Edwards
Clarence Environment Centre

Some more images of note

Total devastation, nothing is spared.

That destruction includes old-growth habitat trees

and what looks suspiciously like rainforest

a fact confirmed by the finding of a large rainforest tree bulldozes and discarded, no doubt to be
burned.
* * *
Copies to Minister for Environment
Clarence Valley Council
North Coast Environment Council
NSW Nature Conservation Council

